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Chapterr 2 Theory and hypotheses 

ThisThis chapter addresses the theoretical aspects of the Research Question stated in 

ChapterChapter 1: "What is the impact of evidence strength, message reprocessability and cue 

multiplicitymultiplicity on auditors' belief revision in a dyadic auditor-client inquiry setting, in 

whichwhich the client has persuasive intentions? " We choose two media attributes of interest 

(reprocessability(reprocessability and cue multiplicity), and examine their effect on auditors' belief 

revisionrevision following client inquiry. Further, we motivate why media effects will  vary 

dependingdepending on the strength of client-provided evidence. The theoretical frameworks 

underlyingunderlying the given research model and hypotheses are the Belief Adjustment Model 

andand the Elaboration Likelihood Model. 

2.11 Introduction 

Individualss make increasing use of new electronic media, such as e-mail and video-

conferencingg systems, for communication within and between organizations. This 

developmentt gives people in geographically dispersed organizations the opportunity to share 

informationn and make decisions effectively and efficiently without having to meet face-to-

face.. In the same way, audit firms and their client companies are increasingly dispersed 

acrosss the globe, which often necessitates the use of virtual meetings for client inquiry. 

Duringg an audit engagement, auditors use client inquiry as one of several methods to collect 

relevantt evidence by gathering explanatory information from client representatives in order 

forr auditors to form judgments. Such a client inquiry consists of dyadic (one-to-one) 

communication,, i.e., a communicationn process between the auditor and his/her client. 

Appendixx 1 presents the media-task fit  (METAFIT) model (Nöteberg et al. 2003), which 

proposess media-related, task-related, environmental, and experiential factors as interacting 

determinantss of effective communication (as reflected by judgment and decision quality) in 

auditor-clientt inquiry settings. The METAFIT model offers several propositions regarding 

thee most effective use of electronic communication media for client inquiry purposes as a 
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functionn of task characteristics, environmental aspects and experiential factors. The model 

aimsaims at a high level of model completeness by reviewing various relevant aspects and 

theories.. As a first step in this dissertation's development, this process of model development 

wass very fruitful, as it encouraged understanding of the broad picture of organizational 

media-relatedd research. 

Whilee the METAFIT model predicts media effects with regard to audit judgment and 

decisionn quality in general, the research model developed in this chapter narrows the 

dependentt construct to belief revision in light of client-provided evidence. The consideration 

off  the auditor's belief revision is particularly interesting when the evidence source (in this 

case,, the client) has persuasive intentions. Following Agency Theory, it is realistic to assume 

thatt management would have self-serving interests. As a result, a client representative may 

duringg the auditor's inquiry try to convince the auditor of a certain course of action to be 

taken.. Given such a scenario, we will here argue that some communication media may affect 

auditors'' belief revision more than others, depending on the media's capabilities to convey 

information.. This chapter demonstrates theoretically that, depending on the attributes 

possessedd by media used for information inquiry, the media can evoke the auditor to choose 

differentt strategies to process client-provided evidence. As a result, the auditor may bias or 

distortt his/her perceptions and judgments of the evidence following the use of communication 

mediaa for client inquiry. In other words, the same evidence may more or less persuade an 

auditor,, depending on the type of media used for client inquiry. Ultimately, such distortions 

mayy influence audit effectiveness and efficiency (Tubbs, Messier and Knechel 1990). This 

issuee is of particular importance in the auditing profession, where stakeholders rely on the 

objectivityy and truthfulness of auditors' statements. 

Drawingg upon the media attributes employed in the METAFIT model, the current research 

modell  examines the impact of two of these attributes on auditors' belief revision. The media 

attributess of interest are (1) reprocessability, i.e., the medium's ability to archive messages 

forr re-examination and (2) cue multiplicity, i.e., the extent to which the medium makes 

availablee various non-content related (peripheral) cues (such as body language, facial 

expressions,, voice intonations). 

Inn this chapter, we develop a research model, which examines why and how the chosen 

mediaa attributes affect the auditor's belief revision during client inquiry, particularly in cases 
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wheree the client has persuasive intentions. Further, we will theoretically motivate that such 

mediaa effects largely depend on the strength of the conveyed evidence. To predict such 

effects,, this chapter reviews two theoretical frameworks, i.e., (1) the Belief Adjustment 

Modell  and (2) the Elaboration Likelihood Model. 

Whilee the purpose of this chapter is to describe the underlying theory and develop hypotheses 

too be tested, we deem it necessary for explanatory and illustrative reasons to briefly outline 

thee assumed scenario, which is also going to be used during experimental testing. We 

assumee a scenario, which is not uncommon in auditor-client negotiations: The auditor has 

tentativelyy recommended that the client make a material adjustment in the financial 

statements.. That is, the auditor has judged that certain inventory items are obsolete and that 

managementt should write down these items by a certain amount. The client, however, 

disagreess and claims substantive reasons for a lesser write-down. Given an initially strong 

belieff  on the auditor's part, a representative (e.g., the chief financial officer) of the client 

companyy sends either strong or weak persuasive messages to the auditor, suggesting a lesser 

adjustmentt by providing a set of justifications'. In this chapter, we theorize that the type of 

mediaa used for the conveyance of client-provided arguments will have an impact on the 

extentt to which the evidence-seeking auditor revises his/her belief. 

Wee further limit the applicability of our research model to the assumption that auditor and 

clientt use asynchronous media (i.e., long time delay between messages) for communication, 

meaningg that the client possesses ample time to process the auditor's questions and formulate 

his/herr answers. Section 2.2 on media attributes explains what this limitation entails and why 

itt is necessary. Note also that in terms of cue multiplicity, we consider only peripheral (i.e., 

auditoryy and visual) cues that support rather than contradict the underlying message given by 

centrall  cues. The section on cue multiplicity (2.2.5) further addresses this limitation. 

Next,, we present underlying theory to support proposed effects of evidence strength, 

reprocessabilityy and cue multiplicity on belief revision strength. First, in Section 2.2, we 

revieww the origins of the two media attributes chosen for this study. We also briefly discuss 

additionall  media attributes that others have considered in the literature and defend why they 

aree not considered in this study. 

11 Note that this scenario will be described in more detail in Chapter 3. 
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Givenn the scenario described above, we posit that auditors choose either sequential or 

simultaneouss processing of evidence, depending on the presence of reprocessability that a 

mediumm offers. Belief revision is further affected by the objective strength of the evidence 

providedd by the client. The Belief Adjustment Model (thoroughly reviewed in Section 2.2.2) 

providess theoretical support for both the effect of evidence strength (Section 2.2.3) and 

reprocessabilityy (Section 2.2.4) on belief revision. Further, by the means of the Elaboration 

Likelihoodd Model (Petty and Cacioppo 1981), we theorize that the auditor's belief revision 

processs is influenced by the capability of the medium to evoke the auditor's processing of 

peripherall  cues (cue multiplicity). The chapter concludes with a summary of the proposed 

researchh model (Section 2.3). 

Figuree 2.1 presents the research model, reflecting underlying cognitive psychological 

processess that we employ to explain belief revision effects. The model also indicates the 

positionn of each of the four hypotheses that we will offer. 

Cuee multiplicity 
(high/low) ) 

Evidencee strength 
(high/low) ) 

VV H3 
ikk H4 

EvokesEvokes peripheral 
processing processing 

Belieff revision 
strength h 

II Evokes sequential 
processing processing 

Reprocessability y 
(present/absent) ) HI HI 

FIGUREE 2 .1 : RESEARCH MODEL 
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2.22 Theory & hypotheses 

2.2.11 Media attributes 

Researcherss from a wide array of fields - such as communication, computer science, 

psychology,, information systems, organizational behavior and cognitive science - have long 

beenn interested in decision-makers' media choice and media effects (Kumar and Benbasat 

2002).. Particularly with regard to recent technological developments in the area of new 

electronicc media, the study of media use and selection for various purposes has become a 

researchh domain of interest. Most research examining media effects and their use provides 

categorizationss of media attributes to facilitate theoretical explanations for why 

communicationn outcomes differ across various media. Before proceeding to the media 

attributess of interest in this study, let us review the attributes that other researchers have 

proposedd in related literatures. We will briefly discuss how these attributes could potentially 

relatee to auditors' belief revision and why we have chosen not to include them in the current 

study. . 

Inn the past two decades, many theories of media choice (e.g., Short, Williams and Christie 

1976;; Daft and Lengel 1986; Walther 1992; Fulk 1993; Dennis and Valacich 1999) have 

providedd categorizations of media attributes, and have investigated their effects on media 

choicee and communication effectiveness (Kumar and Benbasat 2002). For instance, the 

widelyy cited Media Richness Theory postulates that managers will be more effective and 

efficientt in their work when richer media are used for equivocal tasks and leaner media are 

usedd for less equivocal tasks. According to Media Richness Theory, four media-inherent 

attributess determine the richness of a medium: conveyance of multiple cues, variety of 

languagee carried, capacity to include personal focus, and feedback (Daft, Lengel and Klebe 

Trevinoo 1987). 

Conveyancee of multiple cues, or cue multiplicity, represents the number of ways in which a 

mediumm can communicate information, such as auditory cues (e.g., voice tone and inflection) 

andd visual cues (e.g., facial gestures and body language). Cue multiplicity is one of the 

attributess considered in this dissertation. 
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Varietyy of language carried, or language variety, reflects the range of meaning that can be 

conveyedd with language symbols, such as numbers (conveying precision) and natural 

languagee (conveying understanding of a broader set of concepts and ideas) (Daft et al. 1987). 

Otherr researchers have coined the terms symbol variety (Dennis and Valacich 1999), 

modalityy (Burgoon, Bonito, Bengtsson, Ramirez JR, Dunbar and Miczo 2000) and channel 

capacityy (Te'eni 2001), which subsume the attributes of multiplicity of cues and language 

variety. . 

Somee media have a higher capacity to include personal focus (e.g., face-to-face 

communication)) than others (e.g., e-mail). Researchers have referred to the terms 

'contingency'' (Burgoon et al. 2000) and 'adaptiveness' (Te'eni 2001) as similar constructs to 

personall  focus. 

Thee METAFIT model (presented in Appendix 1) similarly presents cue multiplicity, language 

varietyy and personal focus as antecedents of media richness in an auditor-client inquiry 

context.. The model theoretically examines the relationship between media richness and audit 

decisionn and judgment quality, given various task-related and environmental aspects involved 

inn client inquiry. 

Further,, immediacy of feedback reflects how quickly a medium allows users to respond to the 

communicationss they receive (Daft and Lengel 1986). Immediacy of feedback relates to a 

medium'ss capacity to allow synchronous or asynchronous communication. Another concept 

similarr to feedback immediacy, synchronicity, characterizes whether the interaction occurs in 

real-timee (synchronous) or with a time delay (asynchronous) (Burgoon et al. 2000). The 

METAFITT model considers the concept of interactivity as a media attribute particularly 

importantt for high quality judgments when communication tasks are complex and auditors 

aree exposed to time pressure (see Appendix 1). 

Inn light of new communication technology developments, Dennis and Valacich (1999) 

proposedd a variation of Media Richness Theory, called Media Synchronicity Theory. In 

summary,, the authors expanded the set of media attributes that can affect communication to 

includee rehearsability, reprocessability, and parallelism. Rehearsability (also included in the 

METAFITT model, see Appendix 1) reflects the medium's capability to allow users to edit or 

polishh a message before transmission. Reprocessability refers to a feature that allows users to 

re-examinee messages while engaged in dialog (considered both in the METAFIT model and 
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inn the research model developed here). Parallelism is defined as the number of simultaneous 

conversationss supported by the medium. 

Wee view media richness and related theories as relevant synopses of media attributes. 

However,, while tests of media richness theories, including the METAFIT model (see 

Appendixx 1) have primarily examined media choice and their performance effects, our focal 

questionn here is to what extent do media attributes influence the revision of the message 

recipient'ss (auditor's) earlier held beliefs when the sender (client) has persuasive intentions? 

Mediaa richness theories do not explain why and how media attributes influence individuals' 

judgmentt and decision-making processes. Neither do they consider media effects on belief 

revisionn in persuasive settings, as considered herein. 

Inn this study, we examine the effects of two of the reviewed media attributes (reprocessability 

andd cue multiplicity) on belief revision in an audit judgment task, given either strong or weak 

client-providedd evidence. First, the presence or absence of reprocessability (the extent to 

whichh messages can be re-examined before decisions are made) is particularly interesting in 

thee auditing field, given the importance of information archival for later review and 

verification.. We acknowledge that media vary in the extent to which they allow users to 

reprocesss received messages. Here, we are primarily interested in the effects that the 

presencee versus absence of reprocessability has on cognitive information processing 

strategiess in the mind of the message recipient (i.e., the auditor). In other words, how are 

belieff  revision processes affected when the medium does or does not provide the opportunity 

too reprocess evidence? We further describe such reprocessability effects by means of the 

Belieff  Adjustment Model in Section 2.2.4. 

Second,, cue multiplicity (the number of ways in which a medium can convey non-content 

relatedd information) varies across most commonly used media. For example, when auditors 

choosee e-mail to inquire with their clients, cue multiplicity is considerably lower than if they 

initiatee a phone conversation. Non-verbal cues such as tone of voice, hedges and hesitations, 

etceteraa during a phone conversation may reveal important additional information not 

availablee in a text-based message. Assuming that peripheral cues support the direction of the 

content-relatedd information, Section 2.2.5 will explain the effects of cue multiplicity on belief 

revisionn in light of the Belief Adjustment Model and the Elaboration Likelihood Model. 
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Next,, we review the potential importance of other media attributes for consideration when 

examiningg media effects on belief revision. We also explain why they are not included in the 

currentt study. 

Forr instance, we assume that the level of synchronicity (i.e., the extent to which 

communicationn occurs with or without a time delay) possessed by a medium would have 

somee influence on the message recipient's belief revision. We also posit, however, that such 

effectss would be extremely difficult to predict for the following reasons. On one hand, 

synchronouss communication (e.g., instant messaging and video-conferencing) provides the 

meanss for immediate feedback and the ability on the sender's side to quickly adjust his/her 

messagess to the reactions of the recipient. In this regard, synchronous communication might 

increasee the message's persuasiveness and thus have a positive effect on belief revision. On 

thee other hand, the absence of synchronicity in a medium (e.g., e-mail and voicemail) offers 

thee sender of a persuasive message the attribute of rehearsability (the sender's ability to 

rehearsee messages before sending them). The presence, as opposed to absence, of 

rehearsabilityy may have biasing effects on belief revision because the sender (in this case, the 

client)) has the time and opportunity to review and alter the message before it is sent, which 

cann facilitate the development of a substantially influential persuasive argument. When the 

clientt has no opportunity to rehearse the message (as would be the case during synchronous 

communication),, uncertain or unfounded arguments may be more evident to the recipient, 

hence,, the message's persuasiveness would be weaker. Thus, we are confronted with a 

potentiallyy confounding problem among synchronicity, feedback immediacy and 

rehearsability,, which can unnecessarily complicate the accurate prediction of belief revision 

withh respect to high or low media synchronicity. 

Forr these reasons, we assume that rehearsability has already taken place by considering only 

asynchronouss communication media. The assumption is that the auditor's questions are well 

structuredd and that the client will take sufficient time to prepare his/her responses before 

transmittingg them. By focusing exclusively on asynchronous media, the attribute of feedback 

immediacyy is held constant (and thus not considered) in the current study. 

Further,, the attribute of personal focus (the extent to which a medium conveys personal 

aspectss of the message) has been criticized for not truly being a media attribute, but rather a 

functionn of the social communication setting or the way co-communicators utilize and 
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perceivee a specific medium (Markus 1994). Thus, while different media allow for various 

levelss of personal focus, we argue that the major source of this attribute's effects is found in 

thee actions of the message sender. For example, whereas e-mail arguably does not offer an 

inherentlyy high level of personal focus, its users might under some circumstances perceive 

informationn conveyed by e-mail to be highly personal, depending on, for example, the 

receiver'ss experience with the medium and the co-communicator. As we are interested in 

attributess possessed by the communication media, personal focus is not theoretically 

consistentt with other inherent media attributes. 

Withh regard to language variety, Daft et al. (1987) broadly identify two types of language: 

naturall  language and numbers. Since most basic media (video, audio and text) support the 

usee of both types (Dennis and Kinney 1998), we decided not to include this attribute. 

Finally,, parallelism is not applicable to our research interest because this attribute is only 

relevantt to communication, which takes place between more than two individuals. In this 

study,, we focus on a dyadic (one-to-one) communication setting. 

Inn summary, we are primarily interested in media attributes possessed by asynchronous 

mediaa used for dyadic auditor-client communication and their impact on belief revision in 

persuasivee settings. We theorize that reprocessability and cue multiplicity will have an 

impactt on the extent to which the auditor revises his/her belief. To describe and explain the 

expectedd effects, we rely on the Belief Adjustment Model, as reviewed next. 

2.2.22 Belief Adjustment Model 

Mostt audit tasks can be characterized as judgment tasks, where auditors evaluate both 

objectivee and subjective evidence provided by, for example, management of the audited 

company.. Audit research shows that auditors are susceptible to various biases (or heuristics) 

whenn evaluating such evidence, due to limited cognitive capacities (Trotman 1998). One of 

thesee biases is known as the anchoring-and-adjustment heuristic. In most situations, 

individualss approach a decision or judgment with a preconceived notion of a desired course 

off  action they would like to take. According to the anchoring-and-adjustment heuristic, 

individualss generate their final judgments by using their prior beliefs (anchors) as starting 

points,, subsequently obtaining and evaluating additional evidence, and readjusting their 

earlierr anchors. According to the Belief Adjustment Model (BAM) (Einhorn and Hogarth 
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1985;; Hogarth and Einhorn 1992), this evidence may vary in terms of direction, strength and 

type,, all of which ultimately affect belief revision. 

Ass briefly described in the introduction of this chapter, the scenario chosen for this study 

(whichh is also used as the experimental case) involves an auditor's negotiation with the chief 

financiall  officer (CFO) of a client company about possible obsolete inventory. The auditor 

holdss an initial belief (anchor) regarding the amount by which the inventory should be written 

down.. The CFO sends strong or weak messages, trying to persuade the auditor of a lower 

adjustment.. We are interested in the auditor's belief revision process following client-

providedd messages, and the effects thereupon of the communication media used for evidence 

conveyance.. We will next review the BAM and explain how it applies to the research model 

examinedd in this dissertation (see also Figure 2.1). 

Evidencee direction, strength and type 

Thee BAM (Einhorn and Hogarth 1985; Hogarth and Einhorn 1992), using a general 

anchoring-and-adjustmentt approach, describes individuals' belief adjustments in the light of 

neww evidence. The model predicts that the manner in which people revise their current belief 

(anchor)) is influenced by several evidence-related factors. The characteristics of evidence 

consideredd in the BAM are: (1) direction (confirming or disconfirming a current belief), (2) 

strengthh (weak or strong), and (3) type (negative, positive or mixed). In the scenario 

consideredd here, the client, holding persuasive intentions, provides inventory-related 

evidence,, which is in conflict with the auditor's initial belief. Thus, in terms of evidential 

direction,, the client is trying to evoke a downward belief revision by submitting 

disconfirmingg evidence. 

Thee BAM also considers varying evidence strength. As further explained in Section 2.2.3, 

wee consider both strong and weak pieces of evidence by including this variable as a factor in 

ourr research model (see Figure 2.1). 

Finally,, in terms of evidence type, we consider consistently negative (or disconfirming) 

evidence,, because the client in our scenario provides persuasive arguments in favor of 

loweringlowering the initial write-down estimate only, as opposed to mixing confirming and 

disconfirmingg evidence. We posit that a high level of conflict of interest commonly 
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characterizess auditor-client relationships, resulting in such a consistently negative evidence 

type. . 

Evaluationn and estimation 

Hogarthh and Einhorn (1992) distinguish between two types of evidence encoding tasks, 

evaluationn and estimation. Evaluation occurs when the decision-maker first "encodes 

evidencee as positive or negative relative to the hypothesis under consideration" (Hogarth and 

Einhornn 1992, p. 9) before integrating new evidence with the existing anchor. Estimation, on 

thee other hand, takes place when "evidence is presented on an implicit, unipolar scale that 

mapss easily onto the required judgment" (Hogarth and Einhorn 1992, p. 31). This study 

considerss estimation tasks only, because the additional evidence provided by the client CFO 

iss consistently disconfirming in nature. Hence, since decision makers know beforehand that 

informationn will be consistently disconfirming in nature, we argue that it is presented on an 

implicit,, unipolar scale, resulting in an estimation task. This consideration is in line with 

typicall  inventory valuation scenarios, where the auditor commonly assumes the client's 

interestt to overvalue inventory. 

Thee Belief Adjustment Model in audit research 

Auditt researchers have repeatedly applied the BAM in their studies, particularly with regard 

too predicting order biases in decision-making (e.g., Ashton and Ashton 1988; Tubbs et al. 

1990;; Dillard and Kauffman 1991; Pei, Reed and Koch 1992; Kennedy 1993; Messier and 

Tubbss 1994; Cushing and Ahlawat 1996; Trotman and Wright 1996; Arnold, Collier, Leech 

andd Sutton 2000), presentation mode effects (e.g., Krull, Reckers and Wong-on-Wing 1993; 

Embyy 1994), and the effects of auditors' attitudes on belief revision (Bamber, Ramsay and 

Tubbss 1997). 

Thee model is of particular interest to audit judgment and decision-making research for 

variouss reasons. First, Felix and Kinney (1982) demonstrated that auditors obtain and 

evaluatee evidence sequentially, as posited by the model. Second, auditors seem to be very 

sensitivee to the information order and presentation mode effects that the model predicts 

(Ashtonn and Ashton 1988; Tubbs et al. 1990). Third, audit effectiveness and efficiency are 

influencedd by such bias considerations (Ashton and Ashton 1988). 
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Ashtonn and Ashton (1988) further developed the anchoring-and-adjustment model suggested 

byy Einhom and Hogarth (1985). The discounting model for negative evidence (Ashton and 

Ashtonn 1988) applies to the current study, as stated in Equation 2.1. 

EQUATIONN 2.1: THE DISCOUNTING MODEL 

Stt l = 

aa (> 0) = 

Sk—— Sk .i - Sk .| * y k 

where e 

strengthh of belief after evaluating k pieces of evidence (0 < Sk < 1) 

strengthh of belief after evaluating k-\ pieces of evidence, i.e., the current 
positionposition or anchor before evaluating the kth piece of evidence (0 < Sk. ] < 
1) ) 
objectivee strength of the kih piece of negative evidence (0 < yk< 1) 
ann individual's attitude toward negative or disconfirming evidence; (a > 
1)) implies a "disconfirmation avoiding" attitude; (a = 1) implies a 
"disconfirmationn neutral" attitude; (0 < a < 1) implies a 
"disconfirmationn prone" attitude 

Thee above model (Equation 2.1) suggests that the strength of belief after evaluating k pieces 

off  evidence (Sk) is a function of three factors: (1) the anchor (Sk 0, (2) the objective strength 

off  evidence (yk); and (3) one's attitude toward disconfirming evidence (a) (Ashton and 

Ashtonn 1988). 

Evidencee Presentation Order 

Asidee from evidence direction (confirming or disconfirming), strength (strong or weak), type 

(negative,, positive or mixed) and task (estimation vs. evaluation), Hogarth and Einhorn 

(1992)) consider the order in which evidence is presented (positive then negative, negative 

thenn positive or mixed positive and negative) and its effects on judgment and belief 

adjustment.. Audit judgment researchers applying the BAM have placed substantial emphasis 

onn such effects. When evidence is mixed in nature, the BAM predicts a recency effect, i.e., 

hypothesizess that a disconfirming-confirming order leads to higher final beliefs than a 

conftrming-disconfirmingg order. Much research has supported the recency effect in various 

auditt judgment and decision-making areas (e.g., Ashton and Ashton 1988; Knechel and 

Messierr 1990; Tubbs et al. 1990) and has subsequently identified variables that might 

mitigatee or confound order effects, such as accountability (Kennedy 1993) and cognitive 

involvementt (Cushing and Ahlawat 1996). 
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Thee research model developed in this chapter (see Figure 2.1) is only concerned with 

consistentlyy discontinuing (negative) evidence. Since the discounting model employed here 

doess not predict order effects on belief revision when a sequence of consistent negative 

evidencee is processed (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Tubbs et al. 1990), the consideration of 

orderr effects on belief adjustment is not relevant for our purposes. 

Attitudess toward evidence 

Thee BAM also considers an individual's attitude toward evidence (see the term "a" in 

Equationn 2.1). The argument is that the subjective strength of a piece of evidence is 

evaluatedd independently of other evidence and may differ across individuals (e.g., Hogarth 

andd Einhorn 1992; Pei et al. 1992; Bamber et al. 1997). Thus, individuals may be 

disconfirmation/confirmationn avoiding, neutral or prone. Note that very few auditing studies 

actuallyy measure the auditor's subjective attitude to evidence explicitly (Bamber et al. 1997). 

Empiricall  research provides limited and mixed empirical findings with regard to auditors' 

attitudess toward evidence: While some researchers deduce that auditors are confirmation 

pronee (Waller and Kinney 1984; Church 1990; Bamber et al. 1997), others conclude that 

auditorss are equally sensitive to confirming and disconfirming evidence (Asare 1992). 

Here,, we follow Ashton and Ashton's reasoning (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Ashton and 

Ashtonn 1990) with regard to auditors' attitude toward evidence. They argue that due to the 

naturee of auditing and the education and training that auditors go through, it is realistic to 

assumee that auditors are prone to adjust their beliefs when they receive client-provided 

evidence.. The reason is that auditors actively search for evidence on which to base their 

judgments,, rather than relying on their own experience, intuition or speculation. Thus, with 

regardd to the discounting model (see Equation 2.1) and the scenario chosen in this study, we 

assumee that auditors are generally disconfirmation prone, rather than neutral or avoiding. 

Sincee we test our research model experimentally, we further assume that the effects of any 

individuall  attitude differences will be randomized across participants and thus require no 

furtherr examination. 

Informationn presentation format 

Hogarthh and Einhorn (1992) posit that the format of evidence presentation affects belief 

adjustment.. Belief adjustment studies consider two modes of evidence presentation. In the 
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sequentiall  (Step-by-Step) mode, individuals are given each piece of evidence in a separate, 

disaggregatedd series of information releases, and they update their beliefs after considering 

eachh piece of evidence. In the simultaneous (End-of-Sequence) mode, individuals update 

theirr beliefs once all the information has been presented as an aggregated set. The 

considerationn of varying presentation formats is crucial to the research model developed in 

thiss dissertation (see Figure 2.1), as described next. 

Informationn Processing Strategies 

Individualss use different information processing strategies when faced with evidential matter, 

oftenn depending on the presentation mode employed. When information is presented in a 

sequentiall  mode, people typically also employ a sequential processing strategy, where they 

adjustt their beliefs incrementally as each piece of evidence is offered. Simultaneous 

processingg means that individuals adjust their initial anchor upon presentation of the 

aggregatee set of evidential matter. A simultaneous presentation mode commonly begets a 

simultaneouss processing strategy, particularly when the number of informational items is 

shortt and their complexity is fairly low. However, relatively complex and/or long series of 

informationall  items released in a simultaneous mode can overload many individuals' 

cognitivee capacities; therefore, people characteristically employ a sequential processing 

strategyy when faced with such cognitive demands. 

Thee area of interest in this study is the strength of the auditor's belief revision as a result of 

processingg disconfirming evidence, received during client inquiry. There is theoretical 

reasonn to believe that individuals make stronger belief revisions when they are exposed to 

informationn in a sequential format, as compared to a simultaneous format. Ashton and 

Ashtonn (1988) note that when auditors have a disconfirmation-prone attitude, sequential 

evaluationn of consistently negative evidence will result in more extreme belief change than 

simultaneouss processing of the same evidence, a phenomenon called the "dilution effect" 

(Ashtonn and Ashton 1988). We discussed previously that we can theoretically assume 

evidencee proneness among auditors. Consequently, belief revision should be stronger when 

individualss process evidence sequentially as opposed to simultaneously. 

Accordingg to this reasoning, if individuals are presented with 10 pieces of negative evidence 

inn a simultaneous format and are asked for their revised beliefs, they will typically adjust 

theirr initial beliefs negatively to some extent. Furthermore, if individuals are asked to revise 
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theirr beliefs after each of the 10 pieces of evidence are presented (sequential format), their 

finalfinal belief state will be even more negative (extreme) than in the simultaneous format. 

Thee difference in belief revision strength may be explained by the fact that sequential 

evidencee processing offers more opportunities to anchor and adjust than does simultaneous 

processing.. More frequent information displays thus increase the perceived value-relevance 

off  the information and cause individuals to increase the amount of anchoring and adjustment 

off  their beliefs, resulting in a more extreme revision in the direction of the evidence (Francis 

andd Schipper 1999). Research has indeed found that individuals tend to over-adjust in the 

directionn of the informational items when information is displayed sequentially (e.g., Pinsker 

2003). . 

Wee thus present two modified forms of the discounting model. When beliefs are updated 

simultaneously,, the strength of belief after evaluating k pieces of evidence is a function of (1) 

thee previous belief state (So); and (2) some function of the aggregate, objective strength of all 

piecess of evidence provided (y), as shown in Equation 2.2. 

EQUATIONN 2.2: THE SIMULTANEOUS DISCOUNTING MODEL 

s k =s 0 - [So* f l ; yV . . , y \ ) ] ] 

where e 

Skk = strength of belief after evaluating k pieces of evidence (0 < Sk < 1) 
S00 = initial strength of belief (0 < S0 < 1) 
y!!  = objective strength of the 1st piece of negative evidence (0 < yt < 1) 
ykk = objective strength of the klh piece of negative evidence (0 < yk< 1) 
aa (> 0) = an individual's attitude toward negative or disconfirming evidence; (a > 

1)) implies a "disconfirmation avoiding" attitude; (a = 1) implies a 
"disconfirmationn neutral" attitude; (0 < a < 1) implies a 
"disconfirmationn prone" attitude 

Onn the other hand, in the discounting model for sequential information presentation, each 

piecee of evidence has an additive, and thus ultimately stronger effect on the final belief state, 

ass reflected by Equation 2.3. 
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EQUATIONN 2.3: THE SEQUENTIAL DISCOUNTING MODEL 

skk = 

yii  = 
St . ii -

ykk = 
aa (> 0) = 

Sk== [S0-(S0*y"i) ]  + -  + [Sk-i - (Sk., * y°k)] 

where e 

strengthh of belief after evaluating k pieces of evidence (0 < Sk < 1) 
initiall  strength of belief (0 < S0 < 1) 
objectivee strength of the Is' piece of negative evidence (0 < yi < 1) 
strengthh of belief after evaluating k-\ pieces of evidence, i.e., the 
currentt position or anchor before evaluating the kth piece of evidence (0 
<Sk_,> l) ) 
objectivee strength of the &th piece of negative evidence (0 < yk< 1) 
ann individual's attitude toward negative or disconfirming evidence; (a > 
1)) implies a "disconfirmation avoiding" attitude; (a = 1) implies a 
"disconfirmationn neutral" attitude; (0 < a < I) implies a 
"disconfirmationn prone" attitude 

Next,, we explain how the BAM, and more specifically, the discounting model is related to 

thee concept of evidence strength in our research model (see Figure 2.1). 

2.2.33 Evidence strength 

Ourr focal interest in this dissertation is the effect of certain media attributes on the auditor's 

belieff  revision during mediated client inquiry. However, there is reason to expect that such 

effectss would vary depending on the strength of the evidence that is being conveyed. During 

clientt inquiry, the client may provide either strong or weak evidential cues to the auditor, 

affectingg belief revision accordingly. Thus, while the scenario chosen in this dissertation 

considerss only consistently disconfirming evidence, it considers evidence that may vary in 

termss of its objective strength. As posited by the BAM and the discounting model, we thus 

incorporatee evidence strength (see the term "y" in Equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3) as a central 

aspectt into our research model (see Figure 2.1). The main effect of evidence strength is not a 

neww issue to investigate, however, our study is unique in this regard as we examine the 

interactionn of evidence strength with reprocessability and cue multiplicity. That is, how do 

thesee media attributes affect belief revision, in light of either strong or weak evidence? 

Accordingg to the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) (Petty and Cacioppo 1981), message 

recipientss may follow two distinct routes when processing persuasive information - the 

centrall  or peripheral route. When individuals possess the motivation and ability to 

thoroughlyy think about and reflect upon the arguments in a communication, they typically 

choosee the central route of persuasion. In this scenario, message recipients systematically 
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scrutinizee the validity of arguments contained in a persuasive message, and revise their initial 

beliefss as a result of the content-related cues of the message. When a peripheral information-

processingg strategy is employed, decision-makers rely on secondary, non-content related 

cues.. In accordance with the ELM, we describe evidence strength as a central cue. It 

capturess the pure signal of a message, without any peripheral cues, such as nuances, body 

languagee or voice inflection. Thus, when decision-makers base their assessment and belief 

revisionn on the objective strength of the evidence, they have chosen a central route of 

persuasion. . 

Theree is no general theory of audit evidence in either audit research or the practice literature. 

Thus,, we find littl e guidance as to what constitutes strong or weak evidence (Caster and 

Pincuss 1996). In their review of the judicial theory of persuasiveness of evidence (Bentham 

1827),, Caster and Pincus (1996) posit six characteristics of audit evidence that may be 

positivelyy related to evidence persuasiveness, an equivalent construct to evidence strength, as 

viewedd in this study. Aside from amount of evidence, number of tests, dispersion of 

estimates,, composition of evidence set, directness of evidence and deviations from 

expectations,, they also emphasize client source reliability as an important determinant of 

evidencee persuasiveness. 

Source-relatedd factors indeed appear to be of primary importance to auditors when assessing 

evidencee strength. For example, Knechel (2001) states characteristics such as independence 

off  the provider (also Arens and Loebbecke, 1997), qualifications of the provider and degree 

off  objectivity as determinants of evidence strength. Similarly, Ashton and Ashton (1988) 

notee in the specification of the BAM that the strength of each piece of collected evidence "is 

likelyy to vary depending on its source or other factors" (Ashton and Ashton 1988, p. 625). 

Empiricall  research provides additional evidence that auditors are sensitive to source 

characteristicss (e.g., source objectivity and independence) when assessing the strength of 

evidence.. Evidence strength may thus be viewed as a function of source credibility, 

objectivityy and independence (e.g., Joyce and Biddle 1981; Abdel-Khalik, Snowball and 

Wraggee 1983; Bamber 1983; Brown 1983; Schneider 1984; Messier and Schneider 1988; 

Knechell  and Messier 1990). 

Wee further argue that the level of verifiability of a client-provided message plays an 

importantt role when an auditor assesses its strength. If the evidence is not easily verifiable, 
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thee auditor may be more sensitive to the integrity of the source (Goodwin 1999) and thus 

perceivee the message to be particularly weak. Spires also stresses evidence verifiability as a 

dimensionn of evidence strength (Spires 1991). Auditors are likely to perceive a verifiable or 

verifiedd piece of evidence as much stronger than evidence that cannot be verified. 

Whilee we define evidence strength (a central cue) as a function of certain source 

characteristicss and message verifiability, we acknowledge that the ELM may have a different 

view.. The ELM would label source characteristics and message verifiability as peripheral 

cues,, since they do not relate directly to the message content. However, we argue that the 

distinctionn between central and peripheral cues is context-specific. The ELM has been 

primarilyy applied to the field of consumer marketing. In that context, source-related cues 

suchh as a brand name are seen as peripheral, because their elaboration requires consumers 

onlyy to engage in relational reflection, rather than thorough scrutiny of the message itself 

(e.g.,, Meyers-Levy and Malaviya 1999). However, as our study is set in the context of 

auditing,, we argue that other rules apply to the distinction between central and peripheral 

cues.. Auditors are specifically trained to interpret and judge evidence in relation to its source 

andd its verifiability (e.g., Knechel 2001). Hence, for a complete evidence assessment, it is the 

thoroughh examination of source-related aspects as well as evidence verifiability that is of 

majorr importance in auditors' judgment processes. Questions such as "Is this source 

reliable?",, "Is the source independent?" and "Can this information easily be verified?" are 

imperativee with regard to the centrality of the message when auditors evaluate evidence in 

termss of its strength. 

Inn agreement with this argument, Perloff (1993) indeed stresses that some circumstances may 

compell  individuals to perceive peripheral cues as central cues in their decision-making. 

Whenn an auditor is highly involved, his/her assessment of a peripheral cue may form an 

integrall  part of a complex reasoning process (Goodwin 1999), where theoretically peripheral 

cuess may become central, even though the ELM would predict a dominant focus on central 

cues. . 

Ass suggested by the BAM, we posit that evidence strength has a positive influence on belief 

revision,, i.e., the stronger the evidence provided by the client, the more strongly will the 

auditorr revise his/her initial belief. Following the BAM and the ELM, we offer our first 
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hypothesiss to reflect the relationship between evidence strength and belief revision strength 

(seee also Figure 2.1): 

HI :: There is a positive relationship between evidence strength and belief revision 
strength. . 

Whilee the relationship between evidence strength and belief revision strength is rather 

obvious,, it becomes more interesting in interaction with the two media-related factors 

consideredd in this study. The next section considers reprocessability and its effect on belief 

revisionn strength in terms of the BAM. 

2.2.44 Reprocessability 

Onee of the media attributes of interest in this study is a medium's reprocessability, which 

referss to a feature that allows users to re-examine messages while engaged in dialog (Dennis 

andd Valacich 1999). It is a media attribute that acts as an "externally recorded memory" 

(Sproulll  1991) and thereby aids in understanding the situation, particularly as the volume, 

complexity,, or equivocality of the message increase. Dennis and Valacich (1999) further 

emphasizee the role of deliberation (i.e., "making sense of and integrating the information to 

derivee meaning for the current situation" (Dennis and Valacich 1999, p. 4) as an important 

sense-makingg strategy. Reprocessability enables deliberation because the user can go back 

andd carefully re-examine information until a final judgment is formed. 

Wee are interested in the effects of reprocessability on an auditor's belief revision when 

communicationn media are used to convey disconfirming evidence provided by a client with 

potentiallyy persuasive intentions. To theorize such effects, we explain reprocessability 

effectss in terms of the BAM. More specifically, we employ the two processing strategies 

implicitt in the discounting model, simultaneous processing (see Equation 2.2) and sequential 

processingg (see Equation 2.3) to explain reprocessability effects on belief revision. Recall 

that,, according to Hogarth and Einhorn (1992), when faced by a simultaneous information 

presentationn mode, decision makers may use either a simultaneous or a sequential processing 

strategy,, depending on the extent of information load on cognitive capacity. Most audit 

researchh has examined the effects of simultaneous versus sequential processing mode by 

constrainingg subjects to using either one or the other strategy via a parallel presentation mode 

(e.g.,, Ashton and Ashton 1988; Tubbs et al. 1990; Trotman and Wright 1996). That is, in a 

sequentiall  presentation mode, evidence is offered one piece at a time and participants are 
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askedd to revise their beliefs after considering each piece of evidence. In a simultaneous 

presentationn mode, evidence is again presented one piece at a time, but participants do not 

recordd their revised beliefs until all pieces of evidential matter have been presented. There is 

empiricall  evidence, however, that some individuals revert to a sequential processing mode 

evenn when asked to evaluate information in a simultaneous response mode (Hogarth and 

Einhornn 1992; Kennedy 1993) - particularly when the evidence is voluminous and complex. 

Inn the introduction of this chapter we sketched the scenario assumed in this study, which was 

alsoo used as the experimental case. The scenario sequentially presents five pieces (a 

relativelyy short series) of discontinuing evidence (relatively non-complex and easy to 

understand)) and asks participants to record their revised beliefs after considering all 

evidentiall  matter. In doing so, we attempt to evoke a simultaneous processing strategy, but 

acknowledgee that some participants might nevertheless employ a sequential processing mode. 

Wee attempt to minimize this possibility by keeping the number of cues relatively short and 

thee complexity relatively simple. 

Wee then argue that the use of the reprocessability feature in a communication medium evokes 

messagee recipients to process information in a sequential mode. Meaning, after initially 

consideringg all five pieces of evidence, participants likely will have revised their beliefs to 

somee degree, regardless of whether they mentally employed a sequential or simultaneous 

processingg mode as evidence was presented. Then, subsequent additional exposure to and 

evaluationn of the same evidence (i.e., reprocessing) offers more opportunities for participants 

too revise their beliefs. Such reprocessing opportunities create a situation of sequential belief 

updating,, regardless of whether participants are sequentially or simultaneously processing 

evidencee as the pieces are presented in the first round. Thus, we link reprocessability to the 

BAMM by positing that the reprocessability attribute by its very nature induces sequential 

processing. . 

Ass was theoretically explained in Section 2.2.2 in terms of the BAM, we predict stronger 

belieff  revision when information is processed sequentially as compared to simultaneously. 

Hence,, belief revision strength is expected to increase with the presence of reprocessability as 

comparedd to its absence, as just described. Accordingly, we offer the following second 

hypothesiss (see also Figure 2.1): 
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H2:: There is a positive relationship between reprocessability and belief revision 
strength. . 

Soo far, we have posited positive effects of both evidence strength and reprocessability on 

belieff  revision strength. Further, while we assume that cue multiplicity will also affect belief 

revisionn strength positively, we predict that its positive effect varies in magnitude, depending 

onn the strength of the evidence and the absence or presence of reprocessability, as will be 

reflectedd in Hypotheses 3 and 4. 

2.2.55 Cue multiplicity 

Recalll  that when the message recipients (in this case, auditors) base their decision or 

judgmentt on content-related cues of a persuasive communication, they employ the central 

routee of processing. This process is reflected in Equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 by the inclusion of 

evidencee strength ("y"). Whereas "y" (evidence strength) captures the pure or central signal 

off  a message as reflected by the central route to persuasion, we add peripheral signals or cues 

(denotedd by "z") to our research model. Since all signals comprise some level of peripheral 

cues,, we modify the discounting model to include the term "q", which represents a signal 

consistingg of both central cues (evidence strength; "y") and peripheral cues ("z"). This way, 

wee further clarify a decision-maker's reaction to a message (see Equations 2.4 and 2.5, 

below).. As will be explained next, we argue that a medium's cue multiplicity evokes the 

decisionn maker to process peripheral cues instead of or in addition to central cues, thus 

strengtheningg "q" by adding some degree of "z" to the aggregate signal. 

Rarelyy is a message conveyed in its pure form. Instead, other, peripheral cues typically 

surroundd it. When message recipients employ a peripheral information processing-strategy, 

theyy rely on secondary, personal and social cues in their belief revision, which often are not 

relatedd to the content of the message (Chen and Chaiken 1999). Peripheral cues may hold 

persuasivee power without raising considerable mental effort for evaluation of the central 

message. . 

Exampless of peripheral cues are body language, facial gestures, and tone of voice. Just like 

centrall  cues are characterized by their strength and direction, we argue that peripheral cues 

cann differ across these attributes. For example, if we would consider the message source's 

physicall  appearance as a peripheral cue, the degree to which the source is attractive is an 

examplee of peripheral cue strength. 
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Peripherall  cues can also vary in terms of direction. We argue that peripheral cues may either 

supportsupport the signal provided by the central cue or they can conflict with the central message. 

Forr example, a message with initially strong arguments provided by a person whose body 

languagee implies that he/she might be lying (i.e., an opposing peripheral cue direction), 

wouldd naturally make the message recipient suspicious and probably not very convinced. 

Whilee it would be interesting to investigate the interactive effect of central and peripheral cue 

directionn on belief revision strength (a study recommended for future research), the current 

studyy is limited to the consideration of unidirectional, supportive peripheral cues only. That 

is,, in this study, peripheral cues always support rather than undermine the central cues. This 

assumptionn is in accordance with the scenario on which this study builds: If the client 

representativee indeed has persuasive intentions, he/she will use other means than the message 

itselff  to convince the auditor on the matter at stake. Thus, we expect that supportive 

peripherall  cues are likely to occur in such a scenario. 

Communicationn media may hold a high or low level of cue multiplicity. Whereas Media 

Richnesss Theory defined cue multiplicity as the number of ways in which a medium can 

communicatee information, we narrow this definition to the extent to which the medium 

makess available various non-content related (peripheral) cues, such as body language, facial 

expressions,, and voice intonations. As suggested by Chaiken and Eagly (1983), we further 

positt that a medium possessing high cue multiplicity evokes peripheral processing by 

drawingg the message recipient's attention to the communicator's peripheral cues. In other 

words,, media that provide a low level of cue multiplicity restrict the processing of peripheral 

cues,, whereas those that provide access to such cues induce a high level of peripheral cue 

processing.. Since some communication media have a better capacity to evoke peripheral cue 

processingg than others, we argue that such cue multiplicity is important to take into account 

whenn investigating belief revision during mediated auditor-client inquiry. 

Thee dimension of cue multiplicity extends from written, entirely text-based modes (e.g., e-

mail)) to voice-based modes (e.g., voice-mail), through audio-visually based modes (e.g., 

video-recordedd presentations). As will be further elaborated in Chapter 3, we chose e-mail to 

representt low cue multiplicity and video-recorded presentations to represent high cue 

multiplicityy in our experimental setting. 
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Accordingg to the ELM, circumstances that direct the attention of the recipient toward or away 

fromm peripheral cues of the message can have different persuasive outcomes (Guadagno and 

Cialdinii  2002). Given our assumption of supportive peripheral cues, a high level of cue 

multiplicityy will likely lead to strengthened belief revision. 

Whilee the effect of cue multiplicity on belief revision strength is proposed in light of the 

ELM,, it is also important to note that this study presents neither a full test of this model nor a 

completee consideration of all the aspects this theory offers. For instance, one of the central 

issuess addressed by the ELM but not further taken into account here is the processing routes' 

contingencyy on the decision maker's level of motivation and ability to process information. 

Namely,, the ELM suggests that the message recipient's motivation and ability to scrutinize 

thee message largely determine the processing route chosen. The central route of processing 

requiress the decision-maker to hold a higher level of motivation and ability, whereas the 

peripherall  route takes place when motivation and/or ability are lacking. Since we here 

assumee the auditor to possess a rather high level of both motivation and ability, it would be 

logicall  to conclude a lesser or even absent scrutiny of peripheral cues when messages are 

processed.. However, as reflected in upcoming hypotheses, we expect peripheral cues to 

contributee to the decision maker's belief revision even when motivation and ability are high. 

Whilee these hypotheses might be criticized due to their conflicting nature with the ELM, we 

arguee that even highly capable and motivated decision-makers (e.g., well-trained auditors) 

mayy indeed be susceptible to other message cues than those central to the content of a 

message.. We thus acknowledge a possible moderating effect of ability and motivation as 

positedd by the ELM, but at the same time, we assume that peripheral cues have an effect even 

inn the presence of ability and motivation. 

Inn terms of the BAM, we include an additional term ("z") for peripheral cues as reflected by 

thee level of cue multiplicity. We further specify "q" to reflect the combined signal of central 

andd peripheral cues. The strength of "q" thus depends on both central ("y") and peripheral 

("z")) cue strengths and holds the same boundaries (between 0 and 1) as "y" in the original 

discountingg model (see Equation 2.1). First, for simultaneous information processing (i.e., 

reprocessabilityy absent) and the use of discounting evidence, we specify Equation 2.4. 
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EQUATIONN 2.4: THE SIMULTANEOUS DISCOUNTING MODEL FOR CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL CUES 

Skk = So-[S0*fl:q",,...,qa
k)] 

where e 

Skk = strength of belief after evaluating k pieces of evidence (0 < Sk < 1) 
S00 = initial strength of belief (0 < S0 < 1) 
qtt = aggregate central and peripheral strength of the 1st piece of negative 

evidencee (qj = yoti + zai); (0 < ql < 1) 
qkk = aggregate central and peripheral strength of the k,h piece of negative 

evidencee (qk = ya
k + za

k); (0 < qk < 1) 
yii  = objective strength of the Is' piece of negative evidence 
ykk = objective strength of the k*  piece of negative evidence 
Z|| = peripheral cue weight of the 1st piece of negative evidence 
zkk = peripheral cue weight of the k*  piece of negative evidence 
aa (>0) = an individual's attitude toward disconfirming (central or peripheral) 

evidence;; (a > 1) implies a "disconfirmation avoiding" attitude; (a = 1) 
impliess a "disconfirmation neutral" attitude; (0 < a < 1) implies a 
"disconfirmationn prone" attitude 

Here,, belief revision occurs as a result of the simultaneous consideration of both central and 

peripherall  cues. 

Whenn discounting information is processed in a sequential fashion (i.e., reprocessability 

present),, central and peripheral cues are depicted in the following manner (Equation 2.5): 

EQUATIONN 2.5: THE SEQUENTIAL DISCOUNTING MODEL FOR CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL CUES 

Sk== [So- (So*  qa,)] + ... + [Sk., -(Sk ., * qa
k)] 

where e 

Skk = strength of belief after evaluating k pieces of evidence (0 < Sk < 1) 
SS00 = initial strength of belief (0 < S0 < 1) 
qtt = aggregate central and peripheral strength of the lsl piece of negative 

evidencee (qi = ya] + z°i); (0 < qi < 1) 
qkk = aggregate central and peripheral strength of the £th piece of negative 

evidencee (qk = ya
k + z\); (0 < qk< 1) 

y]]  = objective strength of the Is' piece of negative evidence 
ykk = objective strength of the kxb piece of negative evidence 
Z|| = peripheral cue weight of the 1st piece of negative evidence 
zkk = peripheral cue weight of the £th piece of negative evidence 
aa (>0) = an individual's attitude toward disconfirming (central or peripheral) 

evidence;; (a > 1) implies a "disconfirmation avoiding" attitude; (a = 1) 
impliess a "disconfirmation neutral" attitude; (0 < a < 1) implies a 
"disconfirmationn prone" attitude 
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Byy manipulating the level of cue multiplicity that a medium offers and assuming that cue 

multiplicityy evokes peripheral cue processing, we examine how the presence vs. absence of 

supportivee peripheral message cues in a conveyed message will influence the extent to which 

recipientss adjust their beliefs. Further assuming that peripheral signals comprise the same 

directionn as the central cues (i.e., disconfirming the initial belief), a medium with high cue 

multiplicityy should generally enhance the message's persuasiveness and thus increase belief 

revision,, as compared to a medium low in cue multiplicity. Instead of positing this positive 

effectt of cue multiplicity on belief revision in a hypothesis, we here predict that the belief 

revisionn effect of cue multiplicity varies, depending on the strength of the evidence and the 

presencee or absence of reprocessability, as explained next. 

Recalll  that the context considered in this study is the following: An auditor makes an initial 

write-downn estimate of his/her client's inventory, thus forming his/her initial belief (anchor). 

Thee auditor then considers additional evidence, gathered during client inquiry, consisting of 

persuasivee arguments aimed at motivating a lesser write-down (disconfirming the auditor's 

initiall  belief). While the auditor is generally expected to adjust his/her belief downward, we 

aree interested in the relative impact of cue multiplicity on belief revision strength, given 

strongg or weak evidence and the presence or absence of reprocessability. 

Figuree 2.2 and Figure 2.3 graphically represent the expected interaction among the three 

variabless just reviewed. To facilitate interpretation of these graphs, they do not consider the 

(negative)) direction of belief revision - only its strength. The y-axis represents belief 

revisionn strength, where '0' on the y-axis corresponds to the initial belief. The higher the 

belieff  revision score, the stronger is the predicted belief revision strength. The ' 1' on the y-

axiss represents the strongest possible extent of belief revision. 
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FIGUREE 2.2: PREDICTED BELIEF REVISION STRENGTH WHEN EVIDENCE IS WEAK 
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FIGUREE 2.3: PREDICTED BELIEF REVISION STRENGTH WHEN EVIDENCE IS STRONG 

First,, let us consider evidence that is weak in nature, as assumed in Figure 2.2. The 

informationn sender provides persuasive evidence, disconfirming the recipient's initial belief, 
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howeverr by employing relatively weak arguments. Upcoming Hypothesis 3 addresses belief 

revisionn effects of cue multiplicity when evidence is weak and reprocessability is either 

presentt or absent. In graphical terms, this hypothesis predicts the relative difference between 

thee two lines (representing high and low cue multiplicity), given either absent or present 

reprocessabilityy (see Figure 2.2). 

Assumingg weak evidence and the absence of reprocessability (i.e., the left-hand side of 

Figuree 2.2), we predict that cue multiplicity will have a positive effect on belief revision 

strength.. As described earlier, when individuals are exposed to evidence via a high cue 

multiplicityy medium, their attention will be directed to the supporting peripheral cues, and 

theirr belief revision will consequently be stronger as compared to evidence exposure via a 

loww cue multiplicity medium. Particularly when central cues are weak in nature, individuals 

mayy be susceptible to considering supportive peripheral cues. Thus, decision-makers are 

likelyy to revise their beliefs more strongly in the presence as compared to the absence of 

peripherall  cues. For example, consider a weak message conveyed by either e-mail or video 

presentation.. The message recipient either reads the message or watches the message sender 

offerr his/her arguments in an audio-visual presentation (video). In this scenario, the recipient 

iss expected to revise his/her beliefs more strongly when the presentation format is video. 

Whilee beliefs are probably revised to some extent in the (low cue multiplicity) e-mail format, 

thee (high cue multiplicity) video format causes processing of supporting peripheral cues and 

consequentlyy a stronger revision of beliefs. 

Further,, we expect that the presence of reprocessability will significantly amplify the positive 

effectt of cue multiplicity (see the right-hand side of Figure 2.2), particularly when evidence is 

weak,, as in this scenario. Individuals are not only exposed to central (weak) and peripheral 

(strongg and supportive) information, but they are also exposed to this information more than 

once.. This reprocessability gives decision-makers multiple opportunities to anchor and adjust 

bothh central and peripheral cues. We further posit that individuals are evoked to pay 

particularr attention to the peripheral cues when messages can be reprocessed. The ability to 

reprocesss central cues only (low cue multiplicity) would probably have a positive but limited 

effectt on belief revision strength, because messages in this scenario are relatively weak. 

Readingg weak messages multiple times causes sequential processing of central cues, resulting 

inn a strengthened belief revision. However, when cue multiplicity is high and peripheral cues 

supportt the message, individuals are evoked to not only reprocess central but also peripheral 
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cues.. By repeatedly anchoring and adjusting central as well as supporting peripheral cues in 

aa sequential manner, the message as a whole becomes more persuasive. As a result, given 

weakk evidence, the effect of cue multiplicity on belief revision strength is more powerful 

(amplified)) when the medium provides reprocessability. Thus, we offer Hypothesis 3 (see 

alsoo Figure 2.1): 

H3:: When evidence is weak, the difference in belief revision strength between high and 
loww cue multiplicity is greater when reprocessability is present as compared to 
absent. . 

Wee have so far considered the effects of cue multiplicity on belief revision strength, when the 

conveyedd evidence is weak in nature and reprocessability is either present or absent. This 

interactionn pattern is expected to change in light of strong evidence. 

Assumingg strong evidence and the absence of reprocessability (see the left-hand side of 

Figuree 2.3), higher as compared to lower cue multiplicity is still expected to strengthen belief 

adjustment.. For example, suppose that an auditor is exposed to strong pieces of client-

providedd evidence by e-mail (low cue multiplicity) or video (high cue multiplicity). Belief 

revisionn is expected to be relatively strong in both cue multiplicity conditions due to strong 

arguments.. However, belief revision is anticipated to be even stronger when the medium 

providess a high level of cue multiplicity (e.g., video), for reasons discussed earlier: The 

possibilityy to process supporting peripheral cues improves the message's persuasiveness and 

leadss to strengthened belief revision. 

However,, we argue that this cue multiplicity effect becomes less pronounced when strong 

evidencee can be reprocessed (see the right-hand side of Figure 2.3). The reason is that 

peripherall  cues are expected to exert a negligible effect on belief revision in light of strong 

evidencee and the presence of reprocessability. For instance, assume that an auditor is 

exposedd to a list of very strong arguments. Given the chance to reprocess the central 

argumentss and repeatedly anchor and adjust his/her belief, the ultimate belief will most likely 

bee reached without further persuasion introduced by peripheral cues. This prediction, thus, 

considerss the occurrence of a 'ceiling effect' when evidence is strong and reprocessability is 

present.. On the other hand, when reprocessability is absent, cue multiplicity is expected to 

havee an observable effect on belief revision strength, because the decision-maker has not yet 

reachedd his/her 'belief revision ceiling'. Accordingly, Hypothesis 4 is offered (see also 

Figuree 2.1): 
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H4:: When evidence is strong, the difference in belief revision strength between high and 
loww multiplicity of cues is lesser when reprocessability is present as compared to 
absent. . 

2.33 Summary 

Inn this chapter, we reviewed the Belief Adjustment Model (BAM) to predict belief revision 

strengthh effects of evidence strength and reprocessability, as illustrated in our research model 

(seee Figure 2.1). Namely, strong evidence is expected to lead to stronger belief revision than 

weakk evidence (Hypothesis 1). Further, the BAM distinguishes between the simultaneous 

andd the sequential processing of information, where sequential processing should 

theoreticallyy lead to stronger belief revision than simultaneous processing. We then posit that 

thee presence of reprocessability in a medium offers decision-makers the possibility to not 

onlyy re-examine messages, but also evokes them to employ a sequential instead of a 

simultaneouss information processing strategy. As a result, belief revision is expected to be 

strongerr in the presence as compared to the absence of reprocessability (Hypothesis 2). 

Thiss chapter also introduced peripheral cues, defined as informational items not related to the 

contentt of the message, such as body language, facial gestures, and tone of voice. When a 

mediumm holds a high level of cue multiplicity, more peripheral cues are conveyed as 

comparedd to a medium holding a low level of cue multiplicity. Given high cue multiplicity, 

messagee recipients are evoked to employ peripheral cue processing. While the original BAM 

hass only addressed central cues when predicting an individual's belief revision, we add the 

decision-maker'ss contemplation of peripheral cues to the discounting model (see Equations 

2.44 and 2.5). Following the Elaboration Likelihood Model, we argue that people can be 

persuadedd by either central or peripheral cues, or, most likely, a combination of both. 

Assumingg that the peripheral cues conveyed by a high cue multiplicity medium support the 

centrall  message given, we posit that their effect on belief revision strength depend on the 

presencee or absence of reprocessability and evidence strength (see also the research model in 

Figuree 2.1). First, when evidence is weak in nature, we argue that the positive effect of cue 

multiplicityy would be significantly amplified by the presence of reprocessability 

(Hypothesiss 3). Re-examining central and supportive peripheral cues is likely to strengthen 

theirr persuasiveness and lead to an increased belief revision. Second, when evidence is 

strong,, we posit that the positive effect of cue multiplicity dissolves in the presence of 
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reprocessability,, due to the occurrence of a ceiling effect, where decision-makers reach their 

ultimatee belief revision strength based on the strength of the evidence and the ability to 

reprocesss messages (Hypothesis 4). 

Thee next chapter reviews the methodology that was used to test the research hypotheses 

developedd here. 
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